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the fine art of porcelain stoneware

HARMONY™ by Marazzi USA – Modern Exotic Wood Look
Makes Your Design Passion Your Lifestyle Expression
Four dramatically shaded wood effects reign
on an extremely flat surface with a strong porcelain core

For Immediate Release
SUNNYVALE (Dallas), Texas
Bold slashes of colored grain lines immediately draw attention to any floor or wall surfaced with Marazzi’s new
HARMONY™ color body porcelain. The rectified 6”x36” and 9”x36” sizes further emphasize the linearity of
the design. Although the face of the tile is very flat, subtle natural graining is apparent – compliments of everevolving 3d digital imaging. Take a design passion and make it a lifestyle expression with this modern exotic
wood look.
Three modern shades of brown plus one of white bring a fully functional palette to HARMONY™. Chord (black/
cherry), Note (grey brown), Pitch (red brown) and Tone (white) can be used individually or together to produce
your latest personal opus. Consider the drama of installing the pieces vertically on walls or in a chevron pattern
horizontally. Those with daring spirits and soaring imaginations will relish HARMONY™.
Looks like wood but performs better – another advantage HARMONY™ brings. Porcelain is impervious and
withstands water as well as freezing conditions when most woods cannot. So, outside is OK – even with
temperature extremes there’s no peeling, fading or cracking (this collection would be ideal for ventilated wall
systems). Showers, bathrooms and saunas are OK – extreme heat and moisture won’t affect HARMONY.
Outdoor living areas, walkways and pool decks are OK – freeze-thaw conditions won’t result in spalling or
cracking.
21% recycled content plus no VOC emissions align with low life cycle costs, a hygienic surface and domestic
availability to position HARMONY™ as a highly desirable choice for modern families, as well as architects and
designers.
###

About Marazzi
Marazzi has a strong presence in the tradition of tile manufacturing. Marazzi USA has been domestically producing tile
at the Sunnyvale, Texas facility for nearly 30 years. In addition, a manufacturing plant in Florence, Alabama as well as a
second plant in Sunnyvale produce highly durable and aesthetically-pleasing porcelain tile.
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